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Changing Contexts, Changing Customs : The Halams of Tripura / Melville Pereira,
Jyotikona Chetia, Jekap Halam, Jaya Rupini
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2019
Xiv, 228p.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9788194357834
$ 12.50 / HB
500 gm.
This book, Changing Contexts, Changing Customs: The Halams of Tripura must
be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary law and women’s
rights, political or otherwise. Given the close link between assertions of tribal
identity and customary law, the demands for change have been labelled ‘non-
tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which are
dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777898
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Plural Voices, Varied Perceptions : The Reangs of Tripura / Romita Reang, Melville
Pereira, Jyotikona Chetia, Lincoln Reang
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2019
Xiv, 233p.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9788193878583
$ 12.50 / HB
500 gm.
This book, Plural Voices, Varied Perceptions : The Reangs of Tripura must be
situated in the context of the recent debate about customary law and women’s
rights, political or otherwise. Given the close link between assertions of tribal
identity and customary law, the demands for change have been labelled ‘non-
tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which are
dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777896
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Reviewing Norms, Reforming Practices : The Lyngngams of Meghalaya / Melvil
Pereira, Jyotikona Chetia, H. Witting Mawsor, Kyntiewbianglin Mawsor
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2020
Xiv, 211p.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9788194357865
$ 12.50 / HB
500 gm.
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This book, Reviewing Norms, Reforming Practices : The Lyngngams of Meghalaya
must be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary law and
women’s rights, political or otherwise. Given the close link between assertions of
tribal identity and customary law, the demands for change have been labelled
‘non-tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which
are dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777886
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Researches in Medieval Archaeology : Cavanserais, Buildings, Other Remains
from Sultanate and Mughal Times / Iqtidar Alam Khan
Primus Books, Delhi 2021
xxi,167p.; 24cm
Includes Bibliography and Index
9789390430703
$ 25.00 / HB
530 gm.
The essays in this volume focus on the surviving remains in India of premodern
public buildings like serais, bridges and water-works of different types as well as
masonry structures meant to extract indigo or sugar from plants. Much of this
evidence is significant for the study of economic history as well as war technology
of the post-Turkish conquest phase. The attempt here is to present this evidence
in the perspective of the evolving production technology which appears to have
received an impetus with the establishment of Turkish rule. The archaeological
data  cited  in  this  collection  of  essays  indicate  the  presence  of  extensive
premodern remains along the Mughal highways, many of which have not been
recorded  so  far.  These  make  for  very  promising  objects  of  study  for
archaeologists as well as students of economic history interested in determining
the factors responsible for India’s sluggish transition to modernity. Table Of
Contents  Foreword  Preface  List  of  Plates,  Figures,  Maps  and  Tables  xvii  1.
Medieval  archaeology  in  South  Asia:  A  Brief  Review  2.  Methodologies  and
Approaches for Medieval Archaeology: A Report of Exploration of Public Buildings
and  Minor  structures  3.  Muhammad  Bin  Tughlaq’s  Temporary  Capital  at
Suargduari 4. Two Early Mughal Monuments of Bayana 5. Pre-Modern Indigo Vats
of Bayana 6. Location, Structure and Functioning of a Pre-Modern Water-Work: A
Study of  Guru Ka Tal  7.  Structure, Location and Working of  a Seventeenth-
Century Dyke at Kishangarh 8. The Karwansarays of Mughal India: A Study of
Surviving Structures Bibliography Index
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774347
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Weaving Hierarchies : Handloom Weavers in Early Twentieth Century United
Provinces / Santhosh Kumar Rai
Primus Books, Delhi 2021
xx,515p.; Photos, 24cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
9789390737758
$ 40.00 / HB
960 gm.
Weaving Hierarchies:  Handloom Weavers in  Early  Twentieth Century United
Provinces combines primarily historical data with extensive field research to give
us new insights into the structures of artisan trades and the lives of weaving
communities specifically located in the weaving hubs of Azamgarh, Gorakhpur
and Faizabad divisions  of  eastern  Uttar  Pradesh during  the  first  half  of  the
twentieth  century.  Thus,  it  fills  an  important  gap  in  the  existing  labour
historiography, which has tended to focus more on ‘modern’ sites of labour such
as factories, mines and plantations. The book explores the modernity/tradition
dichotomy  as  it  has  been  applied  and  amplified  in  our  understanding  of
development, demonstrating that some of the categorizations fundamental to
these understandings are in fact profoundly misplaced. Indeed, the argument
regarding processes of ‘localization’ made here is particularly promising in the
sense that it does not posit localization in opposition to but in tandem with global
processes. The book explores historically grounded, tension-filled categories like
class, caste and community, and perhaps its most significant contribution lies in
tracing the history of the Julaha community.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774346
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Anthropological Explorations in East and South-East Asia / A.M. Shah, Lancy Lobo
Primus Books, Delhi 2021
xix,228p.; 24cm
Includes Index
9789390737123
$ 31.50 / HB
600 gm.
This volume is a collection of eighteen ethnographic essays on Anthropological
Explorations  in  East  and  South-East  Asia,  reprinted  from  Journal  of  the
Anthropological Society of Bombay, published during 1886–1936. Divided into
five parts, it includes works on history, religion, tea cult, the Torii of Japan and
the Torans of India; on the veneration of the dead in China; on Tibet and its
customs and practices, the Lamas and folklore in eastern Himalayas; on the
monastic institution of Burma and its Phongys; Malay folklore, folk medicine,
etiological folktales; and Burmese and Indian folk beliefs. This volume provides
evidence that the history of anthropological writings in India is much older than is
believed to be. This volume bears witness to indigenous scholarship of civilized
societies such as China, Burma, Tibet and Japan. This volume will be beneficial
for the study of the impact of Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism and Hinduism in
East and South-East Asia.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774349
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Anthropology, Health and Development : Trends and Future Perspectives /
Gautam K Kshatriya, Anjali Kumari and Nupur Mahajan
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
xii, 244p.; 25cm.
9789388789356
$ 39.00 / HB
640 gm.
This Volume is an effort to recognize some of the vital issues and the challenges
faced by Indian population groups. The focal themes of the chapters emphasize
on  the  epidemiology  of  non-communicable  empowerment  and  so  on.  The
contributed papers are being published as a book volume which will be an and
anthropologists  working  in  the  field  of  health  and  development  through
anthropological  perspectives.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775667
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ethnicity, Identity and Culture : Scheduled Tribes of Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana / Malli Gandhi
Rawat Publications, Jaipur 2021
xvi, 294p.; 25cm
Includes Bibliography, Index
9788131611531
$ 37.50 / HB
750 gm.
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Indian democracy has been rooted on the twin pillars of distributive justice and
inclusive  growth.  Recognizing  this,  the  State  has  been  empowered  to  take
affirmative action in favour of historically disadvantaged social groups such as the
Scheduled Tribes (STs) through reservation. So far, 705 Scheduled Tribes have
been notified under Article 342 of the Constitution, spread over different States
and Union Territories. Andhra Pradesh and Telangana states are the home to 35
tribal communities. They comprise seven per cent of states’ population. These
tribal groups are the largest tribal concentration in South India. The scheduled
area of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana is covered by Tribal Sub-Plan. These
indigenous  tribal  communities  are  mostly  concentrated  in  hilly  tracts.
Development  policies  of  the successive governments  were characterised by
several controversial initiatives and resulted in the eviction of tribal population
from forests. This has diluted the spirit of Fifth Schedule. There are no special
courts and exclusive laws to safeguard their basic rights and protect them from
atrocities. A comprehensive policy is still long overdue. If protective laws are not
strengthened effectively,  there  will  not  be  any improvement  in  the  lives  of
adivasis (tribals). The present work is important in the sense that it takes a look
at  tribal  development  in  Andhra  Pradesh  and  Telangana  states.  Extensive
filedwork  has  been  conducted  in  these  two  regions  and  advices  of  social
scientists, tribal welfare administrators and academicians have been considered
in the narrative. It is expected that the present work will be of great help in
conducting research on similar problems in India in general and Telangana and
Andhra Pradesh in particular.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774337
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Nomadic Pastoralism among the Mongol Herders : Multispecies and Spatial
Ethnography in Mongolia and Transbaikalia / Charlotte Marchina
Amsterdam University Press, Amsterdam, Netherlands 2021
186p. ;  156x234mm.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9789463721424
$ 105.89 / HB
556 gm.
This book, based on anthropological research carried out by the author between
2008 and 2016, addresses the spatial features of nomadic pastoralism among the
Mongol  herders of  Mongolia  and Southern Siberia from a cross-comparative
perspective.  In  addition  to  classical  methods  of  survey,  Charlotte  Marchina
innovatively  used GPS recordings to  analyse the ways in  which pastoralists
envision  and  concretely  occupy  the  landscape,  which  they  share  with  their
animals and invisible entities. The data, represented in abundant and original
cartography, provides a better understanding of the mutual adaptations of both
herders and animals in the common use of unfenced pastures, not only between
different herders but also between different species. The author also highlights
the  herders'  adaptive  strategies  at  a  time  of  rapid  socio-political  and
environmental  changes  in  these  areas  of  the  world.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=750857
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Citizen Designs : City-Making and Democracy in Northeastern Thailand / Eli
Elinoff
University of Hawaii Press, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA 2021
xvi, 294p.; 12 b&w illustrations
Includes Index
9780824884598
$ 68.00 / HB
630 gm.
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What does it mean to design democratic cities and democratic citizens in a time
of mass urbanization and volatile political transformation? Citizen Designs: City-
Making and Democracy in Northeastern Thailand addresses this question by
exploring  the  ways  that  democratic  urban  planning  projects  intersect  with
emerging political aspirations among squatters living in the northeastern Thai city
of Khon Kaen. Based on ethnographic and historical research conducted since
2007, Citizen Designs describes how residents of Khon Kaen’s railway squatter
communities used Thailand’s experiment in participatory urban planning as a
means of reimagining their citizenship, remaking their communities, and acting
upon their aspirations for political equality and the good life. It also shows how
the Thai state used participatory planning and design to manage both situated
political  claims  and  emerging  politics.  Through  ethnographic  analysis  of
contentious collaborations between residents, urban activists, state planners,
participatory architects, and city officials, Eli Elinoff’s analysis reveals how the
Khon Kaen’s  railway settlements became sites  of  contestation over  political
inclusion and the meaning and value of democracy as a political form in the first
decades of the twenty-first century. Elinoff examines how residents embraced
politics as a means of enacting their equality. This embrace inspired new debates
about the meaning of good citizenship and how democracy might look and feel.
The disagreements over citizenship, like those Elinoff describes in Khon Kaen,
reflect the kinds of aspirations for political equality that have been fundamental
to Thailand’s political transformation over the last two decades, which has seen
new political actors asserting themselves at the ballot box and in the streets
alongside the retrenchment of military authoritarianism. Citizen Designs offers
new conceptual and empirical insights into the lived effects of Thailand’s political
volatility  and  into  the  current  moment  of  democratic  ambivalence,  mass
urbanization,  and  authoritarian  resurgence.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775770
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tribal Heritage of Madhya Pradesh : An Annotated Bibliography / H L Shukla
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
xiv, 208p.; 23cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
9788170183419
$ 24.00 / HB
550 gm.
This work is the first large scale bibliography on the tribes of Madhya Pradesh. It
puts together, in one volume information about the material on history (A.D.
1213 to A.D. 1985), anthropology, sociology, geography, economics, genetics,
literature, linguistics, and folklore of the tribals of Madhya Pradesh available in
Indian and foreign languages and dialects. It is a unique attempt at making
available the information about valuable works of all kinds lying scattered in
current  as  well  as  out-of-print  and  out-of-reach  rare  books,  manuscripts,
periodicals etc. in different libraries in India and abroad. About 1600 references
included in this volume refer to one aspect or the other related to the tribes of
Madhya Pradesh. Researchers and scholars of various disciplines will find this
work useful for their intellectual pursuits. However, it will be of particular value
for those whose concern is linguistics and anthropology.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775761
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Conservation of Monuments and Antiquities : A Students Manual / A K Sharma
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2021
ix, 102p.; ill.; 25cm.
9789388789837
$ 17.50 / HB
450 gm.
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About Conservation of Monuments and Antiquities in India, hardly any literature
is available which can be useful to particularly students. After retirement from
Archaeological Survey of India, when I was ravaging through my old records. I
come across my notes on the subject which I had penned down during lectures
by  learned  scholars,  when  I  was  a  student  of  post-graduate  diploma  in
Archaeology. I thought it worthwhile to savage them and prepare this book for
the students. As the treasure was salvaged after nearly fifty years, the paper had
decayed. While writing same limes. Scholars will forgive me for missing points.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775753
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
New Aspirations, New Approaches: The Jaintias of Meghalaya / Melvil Pereira,
Jyotikona Chetia, Edmond Lamare, Pynhunmiki Susngi
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2020
Xvi,  226p.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9788194357841
$ 12.50 / HB
500 gm.
This book, New Aspirations, New Approaches : The Jaintias of Meghalaya must be
situated in the context of the recent debate about customary law and women’s
rights, political or otherwise. Given the close link between assertions of tribal
identity and customary law, the demands for change have been labelled ‘non-
tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which are
dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777910
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ancestral Voices : Oral Ritual Texts and Their Social Contexts Among the
Mewahang Rai of East Nepal / Martin Gaenszle
Himal Books (for Social Science Baha), Kathmandu, Nepal 2021
xxx, 388p.
Includes Index
9789937597586
$ 40.00 / null
600 gm.
This book looks at various genres of ritual speech among the Mewahang Rai, all
of which make use of a distinct ritual language, in order to situate the oral ritual
texts  in  their  ethnographic  context.  Combining  the  textual  with  a  cultural
approach, the author discusses the indigenous concept of tradition, the rhetorical
and  poetic  features  of  ritual  speech  genres,  and  the  discursive  universe
constructed through the texts. At the theoretical level, the book contributes to
debates about ritualization and performance and to discussions in  linguistic
anthropology concerning the notions of formality, indexicality, entextualization
and contextualization.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774406
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Ends of Kinship : Connecting Himalayan Lives between Nepala and New York
/ Sienna R. Craig
Himal Books (for Social Science Baha), Kathmandu, Nepal 2021
xiv, 284p.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9789937597593
$ 25.00 / null
500 gm.
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For  centuries,  people  from  Mustang,  Nepal,  have  relied  on  agriculture,
pastoralism, and trade as a way of life. Seasonal migrations to South Asian cities
for trade as well as temporary wage labor abroad have shaped their modern
experiences. More recently, permanent migrations to New York City, where many
have settled, are recasting lives and social worlds. As a result, Mustang has
experienced one of the highest rates of depopulation in contemporary Nepal-a
profoundly visible loss that contrasts with the relative Invisibility of Himalayan
migrants in New York. Drawing on more than two decades of fieldwork with
people in and from Mustang, Sienna Craig combines narrative ethnography and
short fiction to engage with foundational questions in cultural anthropology: How
do  different  generations  abide  with  and  understand  each  other?  How  are
traditions  defended  and  transformed  in  the  context  of  new  mobilities?
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774407
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Documenting Past Practices, Seeking New Directions: The Konyaks of Nagaland /
Melvil Pereira, Vizokhole Ltu, Shongna Konyak and Konang Bangmei
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2019
Xiii, 283p.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9788193878569
$ 12.50 / HB
550 gm.
This book, Documenting Past Practices, Seeking New Directions: The Konyaks of
Nagaland must be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary
law and women’s rights, political  or otherwise. Given the close link between
assertions of tribal identity and customary law, the demands for change have
been labelled ‘non-tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary
law which are dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777909
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Documenting Voices, Understanding Realities: The Sumis of Nagaland / Melvil
Pereira, Vizokhole Ltu, A Husca and Tovikali Yepthomi
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2019
Xiii, 292p.; 22cm.
Includes Index
9788193878552
$ 12.50 / HB
550 gm.
This book, Documenting Voices, Understanding Realities: The Sumis of Nagaland
must be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary law and
women’s rights, political or otherwise. Given the close link between assertions of
tribal identity and customary law, the demands for change have been labelled
‘non-tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which
are dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777908
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Historical Archaeology of Central Assam : From Earliest Time to 12th Century AD
/ Nishipada Deva Choudhury
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
xxxii, 287p.; ill.; 26cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
9789387587960
$ 99.00 / HB
950 gm.
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The work takes into its ambit a detailed study of the historical archaeology of
Central Assam, a milieu which has not been adequately explored. The area of
Central Assam covers the plains and the hills, and the people of these two areas
are mingled together to give an integrated picture of  the culture.  This  area
occupies a significant position in the entire history of Assam. The tribal people
lived in the plains before the advent of the Aryans or the Sanskrit-speaking
people, in the early centuries of the Christian era. After the occupation of the
plains by the Aryans, some of the tribes shifted to the hilly areas. Later, the
tribals  had  some  impact  of  the  Aryan  culture  on  them.  The  archaeological
remains of Central Assam testify to the existence of two distinct cultures in this
area.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775728
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ingrained Traditions, Changing Practices: The Zous of Manipur / Melville Pereira,
Anuprova Ghosh, S. Thangboi Zou, Ronica Vungmuankim
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2019
Xiv, 252p.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9788194357803
$ 12.50 / HB
550 gm.
This book, Ingrained Traditions, Changing Practices: The Zous of Manipur must
be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary law and women’s
rights, political or otherwise. Given the close link between assertions of tribal
identity and customary law, the demands for change have been labelled ‘non-
tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which are
dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777906
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In Transition: The Mizos of Mizoram / Melville Pereira, Meenal Tula, H.
Lalrinthanga
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2019
Xiv, 308p.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9788193878514
$ 12.50 / HB
600 gm.
This book, In Transition: The Mizos of Mizoram must be situated in the context of
the  recent  debate  about  customary  law  and  women’s  rights,  political  or
otherwise.  Given  the  close  link  between  assertions  of  tribal  identity  and
customary law, the demands for change have been labelled ‘non-tribal’ even
though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which are dynamic and
ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777900
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Preserving Heritage, Exploring Change: The Poumais of Manipur / Melville Pereira,
Stephen Poukho, S. Monica Kaothala, Anuprova Ghose
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2019
Xii, 277p.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9788193878521
$ 12.50 / HB
550 gm.
This book, Preserving Heritage, Exploring Change: The Poumais of Manipur must
be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary law and women’s
rights, political or otherwise. Given the close link between assertions of tribal
identity and customary law, the demands for change have been labelled ‘non-
tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which are
dynamic and ever changing.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777905
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Continuity and Change: The Maras of Mizoram / Melville Pereira, Meenal Tula, K.
Robin, Ellen Hlychho
North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, India 2019
Xiv, 283p.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9788193878576
$ 12.50 / HB
550 gm.
This book, Continuity and Change: The Maras of Mizoram must be situated in the
context of the recent debate about customary law and women’s rights, political or
otherwise.  Given  the  close  link  between  assertions  of  tribal  identity  and
customary law, the demands for change have been labelled ‘non-tribal’ even
though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which are dynamic and
ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777904
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lepcha Life and Culture : God, Beliefs and Myths / Sumitabha Chakraborty
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2021
xxviii, 276p.; 24cm.
Includes Bibliography
9789388789677
$ 50.00 / HB
750 gm.
In the quest for improvement in level of living, the Lepchas constantly tries
through  an  arduous  effort  to  survive  against  the  elements  of  nature  and
ultimately acquire the authority by gradual  ascendancy in the mastery over
nature. The Lepcha people has his own ideation , Knowledge and creation. As
being  on  the  lap  of  nature,  the  people  has  also  to  acquire  the  quality  of
harnessing  the  natural  environment.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775795
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Traditional Power Institutions : Tribes of India / Devender Chand, Vijay Kaushal
Indu Book Service Pvt.Ltd, New Delhi 2021
xviii,176p.; 24cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
9789386754776
$ 37.50 / HB
600 gm.
The Focus of the book is on the traditional power institutions prevalent in Tribal
India. The book tries to explore the basis of traditional power institution called
khumbri  in  jaunsar  Bawar  tribal  area  in  Uttaranchal,  which  are  adhoc
councils(pauchayts)  summoned in  cases involving sex,  property  and status.
These punchayts act primarily in cases involving traditional rules of behavior.
They usually  assemble for  setting cases of  abduction of  women or  offences
against  lower castes.
   The struggle of the lower castes against the exploitative, arbitrary system of
dominance has been a long drawn process of the struggle that evolved in the long
history of the tribal societies. this mainly provided the dynamics for the nature of
change in these societies at different levels. It therefore becomes interesting
subject for social antropologists to see the unfolding of the nature of change at
different levels and times in the history of tribal societies.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774462
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Human Skeletal Remains in Archaeology / A K Sharma
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2021
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x, 178p.; ill.; 24cm.
Includes Bibliography
9789388789653
$ 37.50 / HB
550 gm.
In excavation we get human skeletal remains both in burials and also in stray
forms. The book deals how to excavate the burials,  preserve the bones and
burials and make scientific study about them racial characters, statue, disease if
any.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775794
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Birds' Nests: Business and Ethnicity in Southeast Asia / Kasem Jandam
Silkworm Books, Chiang Mai, Thailand 2021
412p.; 17cm.
9786162151675
$ 60.00 / null
Southeast Asia is renowned for birds’ nests and bird’s-nest trade, which is highly
valued. The bird’s nest is dubbed as ‘White Gold’ and ‘Caviar of the East.’
This book offers knowledge of birds’ nests in various dimensions: the history in
using of birds nests, the way of beliefs about birds-backed rituals within the
ethnicities,  and  wisdom  in  the  bird’s-nest  business  world:  the  bird’s-nest
consumption and its impact on ecology and the environment, the innovations in
the bird’s nest-business and the legal system related to the benefit and property
of the public, private, community, and non-exclusive economic nesting resources.
It also covers the trade and the relationship of ethnic groups within the state and
across the country—the influence of Hong Kong’s bird’s-nest market to the bird’s-
nest business in Southeast Asia.
Birds’ Nests. Business and Ethnicity in Southeast Asia: An Anthropological Study
of Business is a co-publication between TSRI Publications and Silkworm Books.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=756657
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Indianization of scientific terms : writings and notes of the late Prof. RaghuVira /
Lokesh Chandra (Ed.)
Aditya Prakashan, New Delhi 2020
390p.; 29cm.
Includes Index
9788194538707
$ 90.00 / HB
1450 gm.
Modern science has created around a million words in European languages. As
India  gained  independence  it  became  imperative  to  create  terms  for
administration,  industry,  humanistic  and  scientific  disciplines.  It  was  a
continuation of a long tradition of linguistic creativity. This book is a collection of
the writeups of Prof. RaghuVira who was the prime `maker of Indian words'. The
source languages of European terminologies Greek and Latin shared the same
grammatical basis of word-formation from roots with prefixes and suffixes like
Sanskrit  the  historical  source  language  of  India.  Language  as  a  process  of
evolution, creation of Japanese and Chinese terminologies, the linguistic reform in
Turkish,  rejuvenation  of  Hebrew,  the  development  of  Hindi  as  the  official
language, principles of coining Indian terms, the art of translation, improvement
in Indian terms due to scientific advances, and several facets of the linguistic
revolution in newly liberated countries can be read in this book in the very words
of Prof. RaghuVira the creator of India's macrocosm of linguistic evolution. The
book is a thrilling narrative of India's logos, with parallels from other lands.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777192
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Kashi Chitran : Living Heritage of Varanasi /
Aditya Prakashan, New Delhi 2021
xvi, 272p.; colour ill.; 32cm.
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9788194538714
$ 97.50 / HB
1650 gm.
Varanasi, one of the most ancient cities of the world, is a precious repository of
cultural  heritage.  It  is  an  amalgamation  of  spiritual  and  secular  influences
resulting from continuous historical events and settlements, carrying with it both
intangible  and  tangible  properties,  social  contracts  and  related  norms  of
knowledge,  traditions  and  customs.  Kashi,  Banaras  or  Varanasi  assumes  a
complex  identity  stemming  from  the  collective  memory  of  generations  of
communities  settled  here,  and  the  multi-dimensional  cultural  constructs
accommodated by the city over the ages. This bilingual publication encompasses
a mapping of the city by the Intangible Cultural Heritage division of INTACH, with
an aim to unravel the complex and contoured elements of city life, both historic
and contemporary, attaching as much value to the ancient and the authentic, as
to the transitions and transformations witnessed over time. Co-published by
INTACH and Aditya Prakashan.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777194
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
India and South-East Asia / Lokesh Chandra
Aditya Prakashan, New Delhi 2020
271p.; ill.; 29cm.
Includes Index
9788194085096
$ 90.00 / HB
1200 gm.
The South-East is a cultural perspective aptly named agneyi the direction of the
God Agni. It is reflected even in the Sino-Japanese Mahakarunagarbha mandala
of the 8th century where Agni is surrounded by sages: Angiras with his consort
Gautami and Atreya with his consort Bhrgvi. In the Pao-hsiang Lou pantheon Agni
is surrounded by eight rsi's Angiras, Vasistha, Garga, Markandeya, Gautama,
Kasyapa, Shan-ch'eng-ming-yang and Su-chi-i (the Sanskrit names of the last
two have to yet to be found). In Indic terms, the conceptual space of SE Asia
endows  it  with  the  serenity  of  the  mind,  the  grandeur  of  structures,  the
profundity of expression derived from Sanskrit. The SE is the mind ground of the
sages, the rishis, and as such the marvellous manifestation of the Hindu-Buddhist
genius. This book chronicles the dynamism, the fire, the Agni of the Agneya (SE)
direction across the past that shades into the present with tomorrows inside.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777193
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ramayana in Cambodia / Lokesh Chandra
Aditya Prakashan, New Delhi 2020
336p.; 29cm.
Includes Index
9788194538721
$ 75.00 / HB
1300 gm.
The book commences with a short wrap-up of the history of Cambodia with the
arrival  of  Sage Kaundinya and comes down to the coronation ceremonies of
Cambodian monarchs to whom the brahmin Grand Master hands the statues of
Lords Siva and Visnu as the keeper of  Divine Values (dharmaraja),  and the
Sacred Sword with the mantra Take, for Thou art the Lightning of Indra. The
Grand Master is called Rama-rajya-adhipati. Prof. RaghuVira wanted to publish all
the 442 Sanskrit inscriptions of Cambodia in Devanagari and their facsimiles.
Prof.  Coeaes  sent  their  list  which  has  been reproduced here.  It  shows how
Sanskrit was the language of the state till the 12th century. After long-drawn
negotiations the Government of Cambodia sent monk Ven. Candravarna in 1961.
He obtained the Ramakirti  from his uncle (parts 1-6, 8-10, 75).  He used to
transcribe the Cambodian text into Devanagari and give a resume which wrote
down in English. Both have been reproduced here.;
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=777188
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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We, Hominids / Westerman, Frank
Black Inc. Books, Australia 2021
288 pages
9781760642495
$ 39.99 / null
390 gm.
A roving philosophical journey into what makes us human.

'Gripping and brilliantly told, We Hominids deftly blends personal experience with
a journalist's eye for a remarkable story.' -Mark McKenna

'A masterclass in storytelling, exploring who we are and where we came from.' -
Danielle Clode

'Part travelogue, part science, Frank Westerman unearths a brilliantly original
story that has been millions of years in the making- what does it mean to be
human? Quite wonderful.' -Chris Turney

In this charming, thought-provoking book, one of Holland's greatest non-fiction
writers hunts down answers to humanity's most fundamental questions- Who are
we? What makes us different from animals? With an ancient skull as his starting
point, he travels the globe, tracing the search for the first human being- the
missing link between humans and apes.

Westerman introduces us to the world of skull hunters - leading experts in our
fossil ancestry - whose lives are just as fascinating as those of their primeval
discoveries. He astutely reconsiders the work of illustrious paleoanthropologists in
the light of new DNA technology, postcolonialism, and the rise of women in this
male-dominated field.
Westerman discovers a plethora of origin hypotheses and shows how any theory
of who we are and where we come from is coloured by the zeitgeist.

We, Hominids is  a  compelling mixture of  reportage,  travelogue and essay -
reminiscent of Bruce Chatwin or Ryszard Kapuscinski  -  written by a brilliant
storyteller and thinker.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=776746
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Contesting Voices, Changing Realities : The Nyishis of Arunachal Pradesh /
Pereira, Melville
North Eastern Social Research Centre,Guwahati. 2017
xvi, 318 p; 23 cm.
Includes Index
9788193376133
$ 12.50 / HB
350 gm.
This book, Contesting Voices,  Changing Realities :  The Nyishis of  Arunachal
Pradesh, must be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary
law and women’s rights, political  or otherwise. Given the close link between
assertions of tribal identity and customary law, the demands for change have
been labelled ‘non-tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary
law which are dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=333952
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Survival of Maori : As A People : A Collection of Papers By Emeritus Professor
Whatarangi Winiata / Whatarangi Winiata and Daphne Luke
Huia Publishers, Wellington, New Zealand 2021
xxxiv, 408p.
Includes Index ; Select Bibliography
9781775504016
$ 80.00 / null
1500 gm.
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This collection brings together over forty years of thought and comment by Dr
Whatarangi Winiata on Maori  spirituality, social  development, education and
political  affairs.  Each chapter discusses the importance and impact of  Maori
management of Maori matters and the ongoing pursuit of tino rangatiratanga in
all areas of life. Dr Winiata has worked to achieve Maori development, wellbeing
and  attainment  of  aspirations  over  decades:  driving  the  iwi  development
programme Whakatupuranga Rua Mano that led to the foundation of the first
contemporary wananga, Te Wananga o Raukawa; being key in restructuring the
working of Te Hahi Mihingare; galvanising the New Zealand Maori Council to hold
the Crown accountable over fisheries, forestry, language and broadcasting; and
co-founding the Maori Party with Dame Tariana Turia and Sir Pita Sharples. These
papers, curated by Dr Winiata and Daphne Luke, provide an analysis of recent
Maori experience, pursuit of self-determination and history of Aotearoa
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775492
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Liber amicorum mélanges réunis en hommage à Ang Chouléan = in honor of Ang
Choulean =  / (Eds) Gregory Mikaelian, Siyonn Sophearit and Ashley Thompson
Péninsule / Association des Amis de Yosothor, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 2020
446p.

$ 80.00 / null
826 gm.
1.Ang Choulean 1949 – Biography.
2.Anthropology – Cambodia
3.Cambodia – History
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=778505
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cultural Heritage of Ancient India / Mohan Lal Chadar
BR Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
xxii, 158p.; col.ill.; 29cm.
9789388789332
$ 62.50 / HB
950 gm.
India has a very rich cultural heritage from the ancient period. A large number of
cultural  remains  such  as  Prehistoric  Rock  paintings,  Stupas,  Temple,  Fort,
Sculpture, Inscriptions etc have been found in pan-Indian region. The present
volume contains 16 articles ranging from Pre historic period to historic period
throwing light  on various aspects  of  Art,  Architecture,  Numismatics,  Ethno-
archaeology,  field  archaeology.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775458
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Grounded in tradition, seeking change : the Khamptis of Arunachal Pradesh /
Melvil Pereira, Sunumi Changmi, Razina Mannow and Chow Chantakong
Namchoom
North Eastern Social Research Centre,Guwahati. 2018
xiv, 282 pages ; 23 cm.
Includes Index
9788193376188
$ 20.00 / HB
510 gm.
This book, Grounded in Tradition, Seeking Change: The Khamptis of Arunachal
Pradesh must be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary
law and women’s rights, political  or otherwise. Given the close link between
assertions of tribal identity and customary law, the demands for change have
been labelled ‘non-tribal’ even though there are multiple dimensions of customary
law which are dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=439411
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Culture, Tradition and Continuity : Disquisitions in Honour of Prof. Vasant Shinde
(3 Vol. set) / Prabodh Shirvalkar, Esha Prasad
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2021
xl, 940p.; col.ill.; 29cm.
9789388789882
$ 375.00 / HB
4050 gm.
Culture, tradition and Continuity : Disquisitions in Honour of Prof. Vasant Shinde
not only has articles pertaining to Harappan or Chalcolothic studies but has wide
spectrum of articles from various periods of archaeology. The volume includes 57
articles by eminent Indian and foreign authors ranging from pre-historic studies
to contemporary times. The first four articles are biographic in nature and the
authors have shared their own experiences with Prof. Vasant Shinde. The rest of
the book has articles  pertaining to pre-history,  Proto-history,  early  historic,
historic,  medieval,  heritage management and contemporary times.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775536
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Exploring Differences, Recording Change: The Karbis of Assam / Melvil Pereira
North Eastern Social Research Centre,Guwahati. 2017
xiv, 311p. ; 22 cm.
Includes Index.
9788193376140
$ 12.50 / HB
550 gm.
This book, Exploring Differences, Recording Change: The Karbis of Assam must
be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary law and women's
rights, political or otherwise. Given the close link between assertions of tribal
identity and customary law, the demands for change have been labelled 'non-
tribal' even which are dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=461767
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Understanding Pluralities, Negotiating Change: The Bodos of Assam / Melvil
Pereira, Junmani Basumatary
North Eastern Social Research Centre,Guwahati. 2017
xv, 272p. ; 22 cm.
Includes Index.
9788193376171
$ 12.50 / HB
500 gm.
This book, Understanding Pluralities Negotiating Change: The Bodos of Assam
must be situated in the context of the recent debate about customary law and
women's rights, political or otherwise. Given the close link between assertions of
tribal identity and customary law, the demands for change have been labelled
'non-tribal' even though there are multiple dimensions of customary law which
are dynamic and ever changing.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=461768
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monuments and Remains : An Archaeological Journey / Dilip Kumar
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2021
xvii, 398p.; ill.; 29cm.
Includes Bibliography
9789388789684
$ 125.00 / HB
1550 gm.
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The Present Book "Monuments and Remains : An Archaeological  Journey" is
mainly based on the observation made during the tour visit while visiting the
various Circles of ASI & different State Archaeological journey I have tried to
cover the limitless gamut of Indian art and architecture in small description.
Some may unfortunately have dropped on the way while trying to recollect them.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775510
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sculptures in the State Museum, Ranchi / Arabinda Singha Roy
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
xiv, 74p.; Col. ill.; 29cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
9789388789455
$ 31.50 / HB
750 gm.
The book "Sculptures in the State Museum, Ranchi" is the first comprehensive
work on the Sculptural Art of Jharkhand which are stored in the state Museum,
Ranchi. It gives us an integrated idea of the rich cultural as well as iconographical
evolution of the said area and its hinterland through the sculptures stored in the
museum itself.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775509
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Country, Kin and Culture : Survival of an Australian Aboriginal Community /
Smith, Claire
Wakefield Press, Australia 2021
208 pages
9781862545755
$ 39.95 / null
280 gm.
When Captain Cook landed on Australian shores he came into contact with one of
the most dynamic, culturally rich and socially sophisticated societies that had
ever existed. This book documents how one such community drew upon their
sense of country, kin and culture to survive the incursions of British colonisation.
It  outlines  their  histories  from  before  contact  to  the  present,  through
protectionism and  assimilation,  to  self-determination  and  reconciliation.  It
presents  the  direct  voices  of  Aboriginal  people  and government  authorities
through  interviews  and  archival  documents.  This  is  a  history  not  just  of
colonisation and resistance, but of cultural, social and political survival, even in
the present day. Dr Claire Smith has worked closely with the Barunga?Wugularr
community  of  the Northern Territory,  Australia  since 1990.  She is  a  Senior
Lecturer with the Department of Archaeology, Flinders University and President of
the World Archaeological Congress.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=776837
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Purāmanthana : Current Advances in Indian Archaeology. Number 10, 2019 /
A.K. Sharma
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2021
xiv, 174p.; ill.; 29cm.
9789388789905
$ 75.00 / HB
950 gm.
No Geologist, Anthropologist or Archaeologist bother eel to explore and examine
the Jamuniya River  and around Deori,  for  several  decades,  for  the possible
evidence  of  existence  of  early  man  in  the  area.  It  is  not  that  the  area  is
environmentally such that any such evidence could have been totally ruled out.
There was roue material, habitable climate, abundance of water and game in the
valleys and gorges of Shivnath River that unfornalically man would have chosen it
to be an ideal sport to room about and settle do urn. But it appears the proverb
that human nature is such that it tries to care and look beyond him true.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775592
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Art, Archaeology and Museology (2 Vols) / Dilip Kumar
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
xvii, 419p.; ill.; 29cm.
9789388789479
$ 175.00 / HB
1950 gm.
The present book "Art, Archaeology and Museology" is an edited book which
covers  a  wide  range  of  subject  like  Indian  Art,  Archaeology,  Architecture,
paintings,  prehistory,  early historic  archaeology, heritage, cultural  tradition,
Buddhism & Museology a special reference to India, Pakistan, Sri  Lanka and
Bangladesh. This volume contains 40 (forty) scholarly and research papers which
have  been  collected  from eminent  scholars  from India  and  abroad  and  the
number of  articles incorporated in the volume is  an index of  their  response
towards this  venture.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775596
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pataliputra in Art, Archaeology and Literature : In Honour of Prof Kameshwar
Prasad / C P Sinha, U C Dwivedi, Kiran Kumari and Sujata Sinha
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
xlviii, 446p.; ill.; 29cm.
9789388789370
$ 162.50 / HB
1550 gm.
The Volume includes research papers on different aspects of the history and
culture of Pataliputra by eminent scholars on the subject. The research papers
deal  with  the  geographical  settings  of  Pataliputra,  its  origin  and  growth,
antiquarian remains, descriptions in literary accounts, contribution of art and
architecture as well as the circumstances leading to its decline and desertion.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775571
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Rathwa Culture in Gujarat / Afrozsulatana Sayed, Rafiquasultana Sayed
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
xvi, 117p.; ill.; 29cm.
Includes Bibliography
9789388789448
$ 49.00 / HB
950 gm.
This research undertaken entitled "Rathwa Culture in Gujarat". In Gujarat, the
tribal population is found from North to East to and in the South up to Dangs
while the rest are scattered around in other parts of state. The Tribal Culture of
Gujarat is very rich but it is fast disappearing in the present.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775572
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Aux Sources Du Peuple Ngambaye / Delphin Djekouada Mbai-Ornum
L'Harmattan Cameroun, Yaounde, Cameroun. 2019
360p.
9782343169965
$ 80.00 / null
585 gm.
Établis en des temps immémoriaux dans la région forestière tropicale au sud-
ouest du Tchad sillonnée de fleuves, les Ngambaye sont constitués de plusieurs
groupes  socio-professionnels.  Ils  ont  un patrimoine traditionnel,  historique,
politique et culturel très dynamique qui vante l'intérêt et la suprématie de la
famille et de la communauté. Ce livre expose les activités, les manifestations, les
conventions, les techniques, le mode de vie et le système d'organisation de la
communauté ngambaye.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774227
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Les Jumeaux Boulou (Mimbiase Mi Bulu) : Rites et Coutumes des Pays Boulou /
Serge Yanes & Felix  Kosso & Marie-Rose Abomo-Maurin
L'Harmattan, Paris, France 2018
276p.
9782343114118
$ 70.00 / null
455 gm.
Les  naissances  gémellaires  ou  multiples  dans  une  famille  africaine  sont
considérées comme un fait exceptionnel provoqué par des forces surnaturelles.
Ainsi, la société tribale ou clanique confère aux jumeaux un pouvoir surnaturel,
justifié ou non. Le héros du récit conté ici est né jumeau. Par cette gémellité, il
est considéré comme détenteur d'un certain pouvoir mystique. Il laissera lui aussi
des jumeaux, contribuant ainsi à la perpétuation de son clan qui appartient à la
tribu boulou, établie dans le Sud-Cameroun.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774228
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Early History of Kamarupa : From the Earliest Times to the end of the Sixteenth
Century / Rai K L Barua Bahadur
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
xvi, 342p.; ill.; 23cm.
Includes Index
9789387587991
$ 41.50 / HB
750 gm.
This book aims at presenting, as far as possible, a connected history of the old
kingdom known as Pragjyotisha or Kamarupa from the earliest times till the death
of the Koch king, Narnarayan towards the end of the sixteenth century. It may
therefore be called the history of Kamarupa during the pre-Ahom period.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775663
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Disadvantaged Tribes of India : Regional Concerns / V Srinivasa Rao
Rawat Publications, Jaipur 2021
xxi, 353p.; 25cm
Includes Index
9788131611647
$ 37.50 / HB
800 gm.
As India industrialised, the tribals have been losing their homes and livelihoods
due to development projects, dams, mining, etc. for the benefit of non-tribals.
The tribal regions in India are blessed with abundant natural resources but these
natural resources are being diverted to the interest of non-tribal development. On
close examination, we can easily state that it has been the state, market and
even civil society that are the reasons for the disadvantage of the tribes. Most of
the chapters in this volume are micro-level studies with reference to a particular
region or a tribe. However, the chapters in part one of this volume deal with
policy concerns at national level. The tribal issues discussed in this volume are
culture, development, globalisation, health, identity politics, language, policy,
poverty, violence and women, with reference to a particular region or with a
specific tribe. While building various arguments on the issues concerned, one can
connect  the  role  of  state-market-media  in  the  forefront,  either  directly  or
indirectly. Therefore, the interconnection and role of these three would always be
debated while discussing tribal issues in the Indian context. Overall the book tries
to present a comprehensive analysis on the reasons for tribal exclusion in India.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=774310
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Asian History and Indology Asistayana : Commemoration Volume of Late
Professor C. Mani (3 Volumes Set) / Kapila Vatsyayan, Ravindra Kumar and C B
Patil
B R Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2021
xcii, 848p.; col.ill.; 29cm.
9789388789486
$ 375.00 / HB
4250 gm.
Asitayana  in  hounour  of  Late  Prof.  C.  Mani  containing  seventy  papers
encompassed in three Volumes and envisioned in five sections canvases a vast
spectrum of Asian History and Indic Studies besides reminiscences form some of
his close friends, admirers and associates who always held Prof. Mani in high
esteem.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775605
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pag Tuhan : The Tausug Spiritual Tradition / Darwin J. Absari
University of the Philippines Press, Quezon City, Philippines 2021
xxviii, 288p. ; 23cm.
Includes Bibliography
9789715429276
$ 40.00 / null
476 gm.
This  book  brings  to  light  a  well-guarded  tradition  among  Tausug  .  .  .  [It]
articulates the system of PagTuhan, its tenets, development, and implications.
More particularly, it traces the genesis and evolution of PagTuhan that held sway
in the Sulu Archipelago and other adjacent areas in various phases of history
embracing dominant Asiatic traditions, particularly Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism,
and Islam. . . . Started as a master's thesis at the UP Institute of Islamic Studies,
this  book  fills  an  interesting  gap  in  Southeast  Asian  and  Philippine  Muslim
scholarship.
The work’s finding is both psychologically revealing and intellectually stimulating.
It primarily reveals the nuances of Tausug conception of spirituality and gnosis.
Moreover, it highlights selected cases of mystical experiences among usually
anonymous practitioners of PagTuhan, showing how they fare with those of other
ārif (gnostics) and sālik (truth seekers). . . . This work must be appreciated for
presenting  the  Tausug  “tree”  of  spirituality  as  a  living  tradition.—from the
foreword  of  Prof.  Julkipli  Wadi
***
Darwin Absari  has written a pioneering book on spirituality,  focusing on the
Pagtuhan of the Bangsa Sūg. He not only traces its origin to the history of Islam
and Hinduism among the Tausug but also draws intriguing cases of adepts from
Sulu who display astounding mystical powers. Finally, as the book shows us,
Absari is historian, writer, and spiritual practitioner all rolled into one. This work,
a National Book Development Board grant awardee in 2015, deserves to be read,
and imbibed like food for our agitated hearts. – MEHOL K. SADAIN, Member,
Advisory Committee in Islamic Studies Category, National Book Development
Trust Fund 2014
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=778344
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Colloquium Anatolicum, No. 19, 2020 / (Ed) Eser Kortanoglu (et al.)
Institutum Scientiae Antiquitatis, Turk Eskicag Bilimleri Enstitusu,  Istanbul,
Turkey 2020
196p.
ISSN: 1303-8486 ; 9771303848002
$ 180.00 / null
610 gm.

https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=776613
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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L'Heritage Des Ancetres : Archeologie De La Melanesie = The Ancestors' Heritage
: Archaeology of Melanesia / Christophe Sand
Editions IANCP, Noumea, New Caledonia. 2020
82p.
9782955835517
$ 65.00 / null
50 gm.
Cet ouvrage bilingue français-anglais présente une synthèse accessible de la
longue histoire de la Mélanésie.
***The scope of this book is to present a comprehensive synthesis of the long
history of Melanesia.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=771052
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Carnets Kanak : Voyage En Inventaire De Roger Boulay / Roger Boulay and
Emmanuel Kasarhérou
Musée du Quai Branly – Jacques Chirac, Paris, France. 2020
112p.
9782357441378
$ 90.00 / HB
655 gm.
Roger Boulay est né en 1943 dans la Sarthe. Il soutient son doctorat d'ethnologie
en 1986, mais c'est en 1979 qu'aura lieu la rencontre décisive avec Jean-Marie
Tjibaou qui l'ancrera dans une passion exclusive : l'Océanie. Depuis, il développe
une politique de collaboration intense avec les institutions culturelles kanak qui
l'amène  à  se  voir  confier,  avec  Emmanuel  Kasarhérou,  le  programme
muséographique  du  Centre  culturel  Tjibaou  (Nouméa).Commissaire  de
nombreuses  expositions,  il  est  missionné  en  2011 par  le  gouvernement  de
Nouvelle-Calédonie  pour  réaliser,  toujours  avec  Emmanuel  Kasarhérou,
l'inventaire des objets kanak conservés dans les musées français et européens
(I.P.K.D.).
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=771053
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Heritage of Indian History, Culture and Archaeology (Festschrift to Dr M D
Sampath) (3 Vols) / Pedarapu Chenna Reddy
BR Publishing Corporation, Delhi 2020
li, 874p.; ill.; 30cm.
9789388789363
$ 375.00 / HB
3800 gm.
Heritage of Indian History, Culture and Archaeology is a Festschrift  in three
volumes presented to Dr M D Sampath, a renowned Epigraphist in India, on his
77th birth anniversary (15th July 1941). These articles in other way serve as
garland of flowers to decor Dr. M.D. Sampath; A great scholar in Epigraphy,
Archaeology,  History  and Cultural  Studies.  There are  more than 89 articles
shedding light  on History,  Culture  and Archaeological  Studies.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=775462
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Palaces of Stone : Uncovering Ancient Southern African Kingdom / Mike Main and
Tom Huffman
Struik Travel & Heritage (Penguin Random House South Africa), Cape Town,
South Africa 2021
168p.
Includes Index ; Select Bibliography
9781775846147
$ 26.00 / null
390 gm.
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Palaces of Stone brings to life the story of these early African societies, from AD
900  to  approximately  1850.  Some,  such  as  Great  Zimbabwe and  Khami  in
Zimbabwe and Mapungubwe in South Africa, are famous world heritage sites, but
the majority are unknown to the general public, unsung and unappreciated. Yet,
the stone ruins that have survived tell a common story of innovative architecture
and intricate stonework; flourishing local economies; long-distance travel; global
trade; and emerging forms of political organisation.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=778599
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Zulu Names, Polygyny and Gender Politics in Traditional Societies / Evangeline
Bonisiwe Zungu (Ed) Alison Lockhart
University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa 2021
x, 182p.
Includes Index ; Select Bibliography
9781869144708
$ 30.00 / null
292 gm.
Zulu  Names,  Polygyny and Gender  Politics  in  Traditional  Societies  provides
illuminating  insight  into  Zulu  polygynous  families.  It  examines  how  Zulu
anthroponyms used in respect of the living-dead reflect social behaviour patterns
within homesteads. Names become social outlets for sentiments of hostility and ill
-feelings caused by quarrels between co-wives and in-laws. Zungu considers the
challenge of plural marriages and the use of witchcraft to fight for the husband’s
love and affection.
Names are also used to reflect and ward off evil spirits, which may cause illness
and death. Despite the influence of globalisation and modernity, anthroponyms
reflect  mystical  arts  and occultism (whether real  or  imagined) in traditional
societies, and they are effective oral strategies between family members and/or
community members.
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